Cuddles
Choreographed County Bound VT
by
Partner - Indian Position facing OLOD
Description
Music

Sometimes she forgets - Travis Tritt
Don't mention Memphis - Tim McGraw 102 BPM
The Cowboy rides away - George Strait 110 BPM
Does Fort Worth ever cross yuor mind - George Strait 112
BPM
My Maria - Brooks Dunn

HIP BUMPS
1-4
Bump hips to Left twice, bump hips to Right twice
5-8
Bump hips to Left twice, bump hips to Right twice
GRAPEVINE LEFT 1/4 TURN, 1/4 TURN BRUSH. GRAPEVINE RIGHT, TOUCH
9 - 12
Left foot step to Left, Right foot step behind left, Left foot step to left making
1/4 turn left, Brush right foot forward making 1/4 turn to your left.
( lady is now behind gent facing I L O D )
13 - 16
Right foot step to right, Left foot cross behind, Right foot step to right,
Tap left foot next to right
HIP BUMPS
17 - 20
Step down on left foot & bump hips to left twice, bump hips to right twice
21 - 24
Bump hips to left twice, bump hips to right twice
GRAPEVINE LEFT 1/4 TURN, STEP PIVOT, STEP SLIDE
25 - 28
Left foot step o left, Right foot cross behind left, (release right hands)
Left foot step left making1/4 turn left , right foot scuff
29 - 32
(Raise left hands) Right foot step forward, Pivot 1/2 turn left weight on
left foot, Right foot step forward, Left foot slide up to right (Keeping weight on left)
SHUFFLES
33 - 40
Right shuffle forward, Left shuffle, Right shuffle, Left shuffle
STEP PIVOTS, STEP TURN TOUCH
41 - 44
Step forward right pivot 1/2 turn left, Step forward right pivot ½ turn left
45 - 48
Step forward right , Slide left up to right, step forward right making
1/4 turn right (to face O L O D) Left foot touch next to right

Start again

Every effort has been made to make sure these dance sheets are accurate. Please let us know if there
are any errors or omissions email: jbwesterndance@aol.com.

